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The Purpose of This Manual

This document serves as an instructional manual for 

managing existing content and creating new content on 

the Dawn Foods website, using the Sitefinity CMS.

For instructions on the standard features found within 

Sitefinity, you can view the official documentation 

from Sitefinity found here: http://www.sitefinity.com/

documentation/documentationarticles/user-guide
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Quick Glossary

You’ll see these terms throughout this document, so please familiarize yourself 

with their definitions.

CMS — Content management system. Sitefinity is the content management system for the 

Dawn Foods websites.

Widget — Widgets are modules that allow you to display the content you create and configure, in 

the way you want it displayed. Examples of widgets are navigation, image galleries, callouts, etc.

Content type — Items of content that can be displayed using widgets, which can be dragged 

onto a page in the back-end editor.

Content block — You create content blocks when you need to display various kinds of flexible 

text information (all information different than the predefined widgets or content types). 

Wysiwyg — An acronym for "what you see is what you get." A WYSIWYG editor is a system in 

which content (text and graphics) on the screen during editing appear similar to their appearance 

when published on the site.

CSS — Cascading Style Sheet. This is a style sheet language used for describing the presentation 

of a document written in a markup language.

CSS class — Developers assign styles (color, font size, etc.) to CSS classes, which can then be 

applied to HTML elements.
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NOTES

1. To access the dev environment,  

visit http://www.dawnfoods.com/sitefinity

2. Enter your username and password.

3. Click the login button. 

4. After logging in, the site administration Dashboard 

page will display. 

5. Before you make any changes, make sure that in the 

site dropdown in the top left corner, your correct 

regional site is displayed.

*To ensure best results, and that you’re seeing the same thing as displayed in all the screenshots in this manual, please use Google Chrome as your browser.

Accessing the Site
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NOTES

Pages | Home Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" template. Each 

region site has its own set of templates. <SITE> refers to 

the region site. ie. This template on the USA site is named 

"Dawn.USA.Default".

To make updates to the content on the Home Page, 

navigate to Pages and click "Home" in the pages list.

BANNER CAROUSEL

CALLOUTS

SECONDARY NAVIGATION

MAIN CONTENT BLOCK
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NOTES

Pages | Home Page

Banner Carousel

Images can be added or removed by adding a banner image 

to the image library named "Banner Carousel Images." This 

image library can be found by clicking "Images" under the 

"Content" tab at the top of your dashboard. When you click 

"upload images," make sure they are saved to this library.

The recommended image size is 1200px x 800px, but  

please refer to the Style Guide for complete requirements 

and recommendations.
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NOTES

Pages | Home Page

Main Content Intro

To edit the main content block in middle of page, click "Edit" 

at the top right of that Content block. Update that content 

as needed, and then click "Save."
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NOTES

Pages | Home Page

Mid-Page Links

1. To edit mid-page navigation, click "Edit" at the top 

right of that Navigation widget.

2. Search for and select (or unselect) the checkboxes until 

you have the pages you want selected (maximum of 4).

3. Click "Done selecting." 

4. Click "Save."

3 4

2

1
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NOTES

Pages | Home Page

3-Block Callouts

1. To update the callouts (the three featured areas) on the 

home page, click "Edit" at the top right of the Callouts 

widget.

2. Click "Change."

3. Search for and select (or unselect) the checkboxes until you 

have the items you want selected (maximum of 3).  

Note: Callouts must first be created as content type 

under Content > Callouts (see page 30 of this manual).

4. You can change the order of the callouts displayed by 

clicking "Selected" above the list then clicking, holding, 

dragging and releasing the left side of the callout you 

want to reorder.

5. Click "Done selecting" and click "Save."

3

4

2

1
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NOTES

Pages | Products Page (Main Product Overview)

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.overview" 

template.

This page uses navigation widgets to display all top-level 

product categories ("main product lines"), as well as any 

categories and products considered "featured products" 

below that — although featured products are optional.

NAVIGATION WIDGET

NAVIGATION WIDGET

DISTRIBUTION CENTER WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Products Page (Main Product Overview)

Top-Level Product Categories

1. To update which top-level product categories display 

on the page, click "Edit" at the top right of the first 

Navigation widget.

2. Click "Change" to add or remove product categories.

3. Select or unselect product pages to display (the page 

currently displays 2, but you are not limited to 2).

4. Click "Done selecting."

5. Levels to include should remain set to 1.

6. The template needs to remain 

"DawnOverviewProductCategoryDetail."

7. Click "Save."

1

2

4 65

3
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Pages | Products Page (Main Product Overview)

Content Within Top-Level Product Items

To update the content shown within these blocks (the title, 

description and quick-links to products) you will need to edit 

the "Title & Properties" of the specific category page.

1. To add or update these details, navigate to the page to 

edit by clicking on "Pages" at the top of your dashboard.

2. To the right of the page you want to update, click 

"Actions" and "Title & Properties."

3. The image is set using the "Thumbnail" field.

4. The page name is set using the "Name" field.

5. The main description is set using the "Detailed 

Excerpt" field. (The green link styling and arrows are 

set to display automatically on the front end. The very 

last bullet item — "see all" — will automatically be 

styled without a bullet.)

6. Once you’re done editing, click "Save changes."

1

2

5

NAME

DETAILED EXCERPT

THUMBNAIL
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NOTES

Pages | Products Page (Main Product Overview)

Featured Products

The overview page also displays items for Featured Products 

— which can be both category pages and product pages. 

1. To add or remove featured items, click "Edit" at the 

top right of the Navigation widget under the "Featured 

Products" heading.

2. Click "Change" to add or remove product categories.

3. Select or unselect the product category pages to display. 

There is no maximum of how many can be displayed.

4. If you want to set which order the pages display in, 

click "Selected" at the top of the screen. Then click, 

hold, drag and release the left side of the callout you 

want to reorder.

5. Click "Done selecting."

6. Levels to include should remain set to 1.

7. The template needs to remain 

"DawnOverviewProduct."

8. Click "Save."

1

2

4

6 7

3
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NOTES

Pages | Product Pages

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.page" template.

CONTENT BLOCK

SOCIAL SHARE EMBED

CONTENT BLOCK

DOCUMENT LINK 
WIDGET

NAVIGATION
WIDGET

CALLOUTS
WIDGET

DISTRIBUTION  
CENTER WIDGET

IMAGE WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Product Pages

Creating a New Product Page

1. Click "Pages" at the top of your dashboard.

2. Click "Create a page" up top.

3. Type or paste the name of the product in the "Name" 

field. This is the title that will display on any category 

pages below the page thumbnail, as well as in the 

breadcrumb and any other navigational element.

4. Select the "Under parent page…" radio button.

5. Select the page this product page should be a child 

of (e.g., Brownie Mixes is under Bakery Ingredients). If 

there is no category page for this product (gluten-free 

and latino products don’t have a category, for example) 

— place the page under the main product parent page 

("Products"). Click "Done."

6. The URL will set automatically when the "Name" 

field is populated; however, you can change the URL 

manually if needed by clicking "Change" and making 

the needed updates.

7. Make sure that "Show in navigation" is selected. This 

will enable this product page to be selected as a related 

product on other pages.

1

2

4

5

6

7

3
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NOTES

Pages | Product Pages

Creating a New Product Page

8. The "Title for search engines" field should be set 

automatically when the Name field is populated. If it is 

not, make sure to edit it. Also, if you used a shortened 

name such as "Gluten-Free Products" for the page (in 

order to make the text not so long under the thumbnail 

on a category page), make sure you use an appropriate 

SEO-optimized title here such as "Gluten-Free Bakery 

Products."  (Less than 70 characters are recommended.)

9. Click "Select another Template."

10. Choose the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.page"  

template and click "Done."

11. For the description (meta description), your entry will 

not affect SEO. However, we still recommend writing a 

description, because this is what will appear in Search 

results for users. That way, instead of automatically 

pulling in the first sentence of the page, the Search 

results will display a succinct description of the page 

(e.g., "Find out why our brownie mix is trusted by 

bakers around the world for creating moist, delicious 

brownies that customers keep coming back for."). 

Currently, it is recommended that meta descriptions be 

no longer than 200 characters.  

We recommend leaving keywords empty, as this no 

longer affects SEO, and in some cases, Google may 

even penalize you for "keyword stuffing."

10

11

9

8
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NOTES

Pages | Product Pages

Creating a New Product Page

12. Advanced options settings can remain as default.

13. Select or upload a thumbnail image for this product. 

Thumbnail images for region sites need to be saved in 

the "Default Libraries". This should be a smaller version 

of the image being used for the main banner image 

on the product page. The recommended aspect ratio is 

3:2 and recommended image width is 400px — so that 

the image isn’t too large or too small. (Please refer to 

the Style Guide for complete image requirements and 

recommendations.) 

14.  The Tags, Date, Excerpt, and Detailed Excerpt fields are 

not currently being used for product pages.

15. Check the box for "Hide In Top Nav" to ensure this 

page doesn’t display in the top navigation.

16. Click "Create and go to add content." (Alternatively, 

you can double-check your work now by clicking 

"Create and return to Pages," then clicking "Actions 

> Title & Properties" for the page you just created, 

and review to make sure all these steps have been 

completed correctly. You can then edit the page 

content by clicking on its name within the list of  

pages on the "Pages" tab).

15

16

13
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Pages | Product Pages

Editing Product Page Content

You can edit the content on a page by clicking "Create 

and go to add content" at the end of the page creation 

process (see previous page) — or by clicking on the page 

name on the "Pages" tab at the top of your dashboard. 

When editing the content on the page, you will see the 

back-end content of the page, separated into its individual 

widgets, which you can edit in the following ways.

Banner Image

1. To update the banner image provided in the template, 

click "Edit" at the top right of the image widget.

2.  Click "Change image."

3. Select or upload a new image to use as the product 

page banner image. The recommended image size is 

1200px X 800px (aspect ratio 3:2), but please refer 

to the Style Guide for complete requirements and 

recommendations.

4. Update the "Title" and "Alternative text" for the 

image. These two values can be the same, but they’re 

important for SEO purposes.

5. Under "More options," the template must remain set to 

"Image.DawnBannerImage"

6. Click "Save."

2

4

5

1
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Pages | Product Pages

Page Title/Heading

1. To update the title (heading) text provided by the 

template, click "Edit" at the top right of the Content 

block widget.

2. Change the text "Product Page" (or whatever the current 

page title may be) to the actual name of the product. This 

text style must remain set as "Heading 1."  

Note: If you copy and paste text from a program that 

is not a plain text editor such as TextEdit on a Mac or 

Notepad on a PC such as TextEdit on a Mac or Notepad on 

a PC, you may need to select it and choose "Heading 1" in 

the drop-down to style it correctly.

3. Click "Save."

Social Share

The social share embed code is set in the template and cannot 

be updated or removed from the product page. (To change 

what appears in this widget, see page 136 of this manual.) All 

additional widgets must be placed in the main container under 

this embed code.

2

1
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Pages | Product Pages

Product Description

1. To populate the main content on the page (the product 

description), drag a "Content block" widget from the 

menu on the right into the main body container (just 

below the social share embed code). If you are editing 

an existing page, simply skip to the next step to edit the 

existing Content block.

2. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Content block and 

type or paste in the content for the product. Please 

refer to the Style Guide for when to use the various 

sub-head stylings (Heading 2 vs. Heading 3), where to 

place buttons, etc.  

Note: If copy and pasting, we highly recommend 

pasting all content into a plain text editor such as 

TextEdit on a Mac or Notepad on a PC such as TextEdit 

on a Mac or Notepad on a PC first — otherwise you 

may see strange styling carried over  

to this page.

2

1
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Pages | Product Pages

Product Brochure Download Buttons

1. If you want to add a product brochure download 

button, drag a "Document link" widget onto the 

page where you want to button to display. (Note: this 

means that if there are multiple download buttons 

interspersed on the page, you will need to create 

multiple Content blocks between those buttons.)

2. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Document link 

widget you just placed on the page.

3. Select a document already uploaded or upload  

a new document.  

To use a document already in Sitefinity, navigate to  

and select the document. 

To upload a new document, click "Upload document" 

in upper right corner. Click "Select document from 

your computer" or drag and drop a document into the 

center of the window.

2

3

1



Pages | Product Pages

Product Brochure Download Buttons

4. Click "Select" under "Where to store the uploaded 

document?" to set which document library the brochure 

is saved in (ie. Product Documents > Bakery Ingredients 

Product Brochures). This is very important, as it will 

determine under which category this brochure 

displays on the "Product Brochures & Guides" page 

(To replace one of the documents listed here with an 

updated one, see page 124 of this manual).

5. Click "Upload."

6. The text that is shown on the button must be provided 

as the "ButtonLabel" for the document. Each document 

can only be assigned one "ButtonLabel." To update the 

ButtonLabel for a document, click "Edit all properties."

7. Scroll down to the "ButtonLabel" field and update 

the text as needed. Then "Publish." (Note: the 

name in the "Label" field is what displays on the 

"Product Brochures & Guides" page.)

8. Click "Save." 

9. The template should be set to 

"DocumentLinkButtonDawn."

10. Click "Save."

7

8

4

10

NOTES
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Pages | Product Pages

Horizontal Rules

1. A "horizontal rule" is simply a horizontal line drawn 

across the page to separate content. On this page, 

Content widgets are utilized to display horizontal rules to 

break up the sections on the page. To make a horizontal 

rule, click "Edit" on a Content block.

2. Click HTML in the top right corner of the editor.

3. Type <hr> into the code view of the editor window 

— and save your changes.

2

3

1



Pages | Product Pages

Drag and drop any additional content and document 

link blocks into the main container. This will depend on 

how much content there is for the product and if you 

need to have brochure download buttons in between the 

product content. (Refer to the Style Guide for directions 

on the layout of this page for various scenarios.) Here is 

an example of a product page with multiple content and 

document link blocks:

NOTES

25
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Pages | Product Pages

Product Manuals

1. If there is a product manual for this product, drag a 

"Document link" widget onto the page and drop it 

directly under the "Distribution Center" widget in the 

right sidebar (or potentially under the "Sidebar" widget 

in other regions).

2. Click "Edit" at the top right of this Document link widget.

3. Select a document already uploaded or upload a 

new document. If uploading a new document, 

make sure to save the manual in the correct product 

manual document library so a link to this document 

can correctly be added to the Product Brochures & 

Guides page.

4. The template should be set to "DocumentLinkDawn."

5. Click "Save."

6. Once the page is published, the manual  

link will display like this:

2 4

6

1
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Pages | Product Pages

Related Products

1. Set which related products display on the product page 

by clicking "Edit" at the top right of the Navigation 

widget under the Related Products heading.

2. Make sure the widget is set to display a "Custom 

selection of pages" and click "Change."

3. Select the check box to the left of each product 

you want to display as a related product (note: you 

cannot choose categories, only product pages). 

There is no limit to the number of products you 

can choose, but we recommend at least 4 and 

no more than 8.

4. Click "Done selecting."

5. The template must remain set to 

"DawnProductRelated."

6. Click "Save."

2 3

5

1
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Pages | Product Pages

Related Resources

1. To add related resources to a page (only do this if you 

have 3 resources you want to add), drag a Content block 

and "Callouts" widget onto the page. Make sure they go 

inside the container that  says "Container: Drag widgets 

here" (right above the newsletter).

2. Click "Edit" on the Content block.

3. Type in "Related Resources" — then make sure 

to select the text and choose "Heading 2" in the 

format drop-down.

4. Then switch to HTML editing mode at the top right 

of the editing window.

5. Add class="m-t-3" inside the <h2> tag as such: 

<h2 class="m-t-3">Related Resources</h2>

6. Click "Save."

2

4

3

1

NOTES
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Pages | Product Pages

Related Resources

7. Set which related resources display below the 

heading by clicking "Edit" at the top right of 

the Callouts widget. Then click the "Selected 

callouts…" radio button.

8. Click the "Select" button once it appears.

9. Select the check boxes for a maximum of 3 callouts 

to display. We recommend always having exactly 3 

items — and if there are not enough for 3, to not 

have the Callouts widget at all on this page.  

(Note: your callouts will first need to be created under 

"Content" > "Callouts" in order to appear here — 

please see the next step for instructions on this).

10. Click "Done selecting." (or go to the "Selected"  

tab to re-order).

11. Go to the "List settings" tab. 

12. Set the "Sort callouts" to "As set manually" and the "List 

template" option to "DawnCalloutList."

13. Go to the "Single item settings" tab.

14. Select the "Auto-generated page" radio button and 

set the "Detail template" to "DawnCalloutDetail."

15. Click "Save."

13 14

7

12

8

9

11
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Pages | Product Pages

Callouts

1. If the Callouts haven’t been created yet and therefore 

are not listed, they will need to be created under 

"Content" > "Callouts." Click "Save as Draft" at the 

top of the page to save the changes you’ve made so 

far to this page.

2. Click "Back to Pages" in the same navigation bar.

3. Click on the "Content" tab at the top of your dashboard, 

and choose "Callouts" from the dropdown.

4. Click "Create a callout."

1

2

4

3

IMAGE

IMAGE CAPTION

TITLE

CALL TO ACTION TEXT

CALLOUT EXAMPLE
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Pages | Product Pages

Callouts

5. Select or upload new image. The recommended 

aspect ratio is 3:2 and recommended image width is 

400px — so that the image isn’t too large or too small. 

(Please refer to the Style Guide for complete image 

requirements and recommendations.) 

6. Type or paste text for for the "Title" of the callout. You 

want this to be the straightforward title for whatever 

asset or resource you are featuring. This can be the 

name of a recipe, the name of a decorating guide, etc.

7. For the "Destination URL," type or paste in the 

destination URL. This will be where the item links to 

when the user clicks the callout. This URL doesn’t have 

to be on the dawnfoods.com website, but if it is, make 

sure to use a "relative" URL that starts after the main 

dawn URL with the first slash (see example). 

8. Type or paste in text for the call-to-action (CTA) of 

the callout in the "CallToAction text" field. This text 

will show as the CTA text (e.g., "VIEW RECIPE," 

"DOWNLOAD NOW," "LEARN MORE"). This text 

will display on the front end in all caps no matter how 

the text is entered in this field.

5

6

7

8
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Pages | Product Pages

Callouts

9. Enter a caption into the "Image caption" field. 

This is the text that appears within the orange bar 

overlaid on top of the image. We recommend for 

this entry to be very short and succinct — clear 

vs. creative. For example, "LATEST RECIPE" or 

"CONSUMER TREND" instead of "TASTY TREAT" or 

"INNOVATIVE INSIGHTS." We want the viewer to be 

able to scan and quickly comprehend what these items 

are. (This text will display on the front end in all caps 

no matter how the text is entered in this field.)

10. It’s up to you whether you want these callouts to "Open 

in new window," but if you are linking to an external 

URL, we highly recommend that you select this box.

11. Click "Publish." This item will then appear as an 

available option in Callout blocks across the website.

9

10

11
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Pages | Top-Level Category Pages

Top-level category pages are the pages for each of the 

"main product lines" such as Bakery Ingredients and 

Ready-to-Sell & Ready-to-Finish Bakery Products.  

These top-level category pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.

product.overview template."

These pages use a Navigation widget to automatically 

display thumbnails and titles for all applicable second-

level categories and product pages. The settings on this 

Navigation widget should remain as:

1. The Display should be set to  

 "All pages under currently opened page." 

2. Levels to include should be set to 1.

3. The "Template" must be set to "DawnOverviewProduct."

If you want to edit which items appear on this page, this 

needs to be done on an individual product page level, 

where you select a parent page for each page (see page 16 

of this manual).

Product categories and product pages are displayed as they 

are sorted in the "Pages" view on your dashboard. To change 

the order in which these items are displayed, go to the "Pages" 

tab and then drag the pages into your desired order by clicking 

and dragging using the left part of the items.

1

2

3
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Pages | Second-Level Category Pages

Second-level category pages are usually category pages 

that are underneath the top-level category pages. In the 

U.S., examples include "Donut Mixes and Bases," "Cake 

Mixes, Bases and Concentrates," and "Frostings & Icings." 

Second-level category pages can also be category pages 

that don’t live under any top-level category, but rather 

under the Featured Products heading. An example of this 

is "Foodservice Bakery Products."

This page, as well as all other second-level category pages, 

uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.overview" template.

This page uses a Navigation widget to automatically 

display thumbnails and titles for all applicable product 

pages. The setting on this widget should remain as:

1. The Display should be set to  

 "All pages under currently opened page." 

2. Levels to include should be set to 1.

3. The "Template" must be set to "DawnOverviewProduct."

If you want to edit which items appear on this page, this needs 

to be done an individual product page level, where you select 

a parent page for each page (see page 16 of this manual).

Product categories and product pages are displayed as they 

are sorted in the "Pages" view on your dashboard. To change 

the order in which these items are displayed, go to the "Pages" 

tab and then drag the pages into your desired order by clicking 

and dragging using the left part of the items.

1

2

3
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NOTES

Pages | Product Brochures & Guides Page

This page displays all downloadable product materials 

(brochures, guides, manuals, and similar items).

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.overview" 

template.

In the U.S., this page is set up to list every product document 

(downloadable) saved in each of the following document libraries:

1. Product Documents > Bakery Ingredients Product Brochures

2. Product Documents > Frozen Ready-to-Sell Product 

Brochures

3. Product Documents > Foodservice Product Brochures

4. Product Documents > Specialty Products Brochures

5. Consumer Brands

To replace one of the documents listed here with an updated one, 

see page 124 of this manual.

DOCUMENT LIST 
WIDGET

DOCUMENT LIST 
WIDGET

DOCUMENT LIST 
WIDGET

DOCUMENT LIST 
WIDGET
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Pages | Product Brochures & Guides Page

Creating a New Document Category

1. If you want to create a new category on this page 

— you will need to first create a document library to 

house these documents (see page 123 of this manual 

for instructions).

2. Once you’ve created your document library, you will 

need to add 2 widgets to this page to display it: a 

Content block for the headline, and a Documents list 

for the downloadables. 

3. Drag a new Content block onto the page where you 

want to new section to be, click "Edit" at the top right 

of that block.

4. Type or paste in the heading for the new section. Use 

format "Heading 3." 

5. If this section is below an existing section, include 

a horizontal rule above the heading in the content 

block. A "horizontal rule" is simply a horizontal line 

drawn across the page to separate content. To make a 

horizontal rule, click "HTML" in the top right corner of 

the editor.

6. Type <hr> into the code view of the editor window.
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Pages | Product Brochures & Guides Page

Creating a New Document Category

7. Switch "HTML" off and finish editing your Content 

block. (Alternatively, you can create a separate Content 

block just for the horizontal rule.) "Click Save."

8. Once you’ve created a heading for the section, drag 

and drop a new "Documents List" widget under that 

Content block.

9. Click "Edit" at the top right of the the Documents 

list widget.

10. Select the radio button for "From selected 

libraries only…"

11. Select the library of the documents you want to display.

12. Click "Done selecting."

13. On the "List settings" tab, select "DawnDocumentList" 

from the List template dropdown.

14. Click "Save."
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NOTES

Pages | Consumer Brands Page

This page will most likely only exist in the United States.

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default template."

This page is made up of multiple Content blocks, an Image 

widget, and a Document link widget.

You can add and edit content blocks and images as needed. 

To edit existing items, click on "Edit" in the top right of corner 

of the widget you’d like to edit. To add new items, drag 

those widgets onto the page.

For instructions on how to edit or add a Document link 

widget, please see page 22 of this manual.

DOCUMENT LINK 
WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK
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NOTES

Pages | Navigational Overview Pages

Navigational Overview Pages are top-level overviews linked 

to from the main navigation. These include "Customers We 

Serve," "Trends & Ideas," and "About Us."

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default template."

These pages use a Navigation widget to automatically display 

thumbnails and short intros for all pages that are its children.

NAVIGATION WIDGET



Pages | Navigational Overview Pages

Editing Thumbnails & Intro Content

1. Page titles, intros, and thumbnails are pulled from the 

Title, Excerpt, and Thumbnail fields of those pages. 

To update these for "Artisanal Bakeries" on the 

"Customers We Serve" page, for example, go to the 

"Pages" tab at the top of your dashboard.

2. Click the arrow to the left of the "Customers We 

Serve" page to display the child pages (if it’s not 

already expanded). 

3. To the right of "Artisanal Bakeries" click "Actions" > 

"Title & Properties." 

4. Scroll down to the "Related media" section and click 

"Select Image" under the Thumbnail. 

5. Navigate to or upload new image to display. The 

recommended aspect ratio is 3:2 and recommended 

image width is 400px — so that the image isn’t too 

large or too small. (Please refer to the Style Guide for 

complete image requirements and recommendations.) 

Click "Done."

6. Back on the editing screen, scroll down to the 

"Excerpt" field to update the introductory text for that 

page (it will cut off after about 250 characters). 

7. Click "Save Changes."

1 2
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Pages | Customer Pages

The Customer pages include all the pages under 

"Customers We Serve," which is currently comprised of 

artisanal bakeries, supermarket bakeries, foodservice,  

and manufacturing.

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.customers.subpage" 

template.

NOTES

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE WIDGET

IMAGE WIDGET
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Pages | Customer Pages

Header Image

1. If you need to update the header image, click "Edit" at 

the top of the Image widget. 

2. Click "Change image." 

3. Select or upload a new image to use as the product page 

image. The recommended image size is 1200px X 800px 

(aspect ratio 3:2), but please refer to the Style Guide for 

complete requirements and recommendations.

4. Update the "Title" and "Alternative text" for the 

image. These two values can be the same, but they’re 

important for SEO purposes. 

5. Under "More options," the "Template" must remain 

set to "Image.DawnBannerImage." 

6. Click "Save."

1
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NOTES

Pages | Customer Pages

Content

The content in each Content block is set manually and can 

be updated by clicking "Edit" at the top right of each block.

Smaller Images

1. The smaller images on the page can be changed in 

a similar way to the banner image above, by clicking 

"Edit" on the Image widget. The aspect ratio can vary 

for these images, but the recommended image width is 

400px — so that the image isn’t too large or too small. 

(Please refer to the Style Guide for complete image 

requirements and recommendations.) 

2. It is important that the CSS class of "content-image" 

remains on the widget configuration for the new 

image. This CSS class creates the gray border around 

the image and sets the image to be 100% width within 

its container. 

1
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NOTES

Pages | Customer Pages

Horizontal Rules

1. A "horizontal rule" is simply a horizontal line drawn 

across the page to separate content. On this page, 

Content widgets are utilized to display horizontal 

rules to break up the sections on the page. To make a 

horizontal rule, click "Edit" on a Content block. 

2. Click HTML in the top right corner of the editor

3. Type <hr> into the code view of the editor window — 

and save your changes. 

1
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NOTES

Pages | Customer Pages

Green Text Links / Calls to Action

1. You may want to include a text link for a call-to-action 

so that it stands out from the rest of the text. To create 

this type of link, highlight the text in the content block 

and make it bold.

2. Click the link icon to bring up the hyperlink window. 

3. Select a page in the site to link to, or select "Web 

address" and input a URL into the "Web address" field.

4. If the URL is to a page external to the Dawn Website, 

we recommend you check the "Open this link in  a 

new window" box. 

5. Click "Insert this link."

6. The text link should look like this: 

1 2
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Pages | Customer Pages

Customer Quote

1. The last Content block on this page displays a quote — 

if there is a quote to put on this page. To create a quote 

box if it’s not there, drag and drop a Content block into 

the main container below all your other copy.

2. Click "Edit" at the top of the Content block widget 

once it is in place. 

3. Type or paste in the content for the quote.  

Note: If copy and pasting, we highly recommend 

pasting all content into a plain text editor such as 

TextEdit on a Mac or Notepad on a PC such as TextEdit 

on a Mac or Notepad on a PC first — otherwise you 

may see strange styling carried over  

to this page. 

4. Select all the content, and using the Format dropdown 

in the top left, choose "Quotation." 

5. Click "Save."

6. The quotation should look similar to this when you 

view the page: 
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NOTES

Pages | Customer Pages

Related Products

1. To update the related products displayed, click "Edit" 

at the top of the Navigation widget under the "Related 

Products" heading. 

2. Click "Change." 

3. Select the check box to the left of each product you 

want to display as a recommended product (note: you 

cannot choose categories, only product pages).  

There is no limit to the number of products you 

can choose, but we recommend at least 4 and no 

more than 8. 

4.  Click "Done selecting."

5. The template must remain set to 

"DawnProductRelated." 

6. Click "Save."

1
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NOTES

Pages | Recipes Page

This page displays all the recipes on the website, as well as 

a featured recipe and a set of recipe filters.

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.leftnav template."
NAVIGATION WIDGET

SEARCH BOX WIDGET

TAG CATEGORY 

 WIDGET

NAVIGATION WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Recipes Page

Featured Recipe

1. The featured recipe is displayed using a Navigation 

widget. Only 1 recipe can be featured at a time. To 

change the recipe displayed, click "Edit" at the top 

right of the Navigation widget. 

2. Click "Change." 

3. Search for and select the checkbox next to the recipe 

you want to feature (maximum of 1). Then click "Done 

selecting." 

4. The template for this widget must be set to 

"DawnFeaturedRecipe." 

5. Click "Save."

6. The featured recipe must have the field named 

"Excerpt" populated in order for the featured recipe 

widget to display a description for the featured recipe 

(it isn’t necessary to populate the "Excerpt" field for 

non-featured recipes). 

To add the excerpt for the recipe you want to feature, 

go to "Pages" at the top of your dashboard... 

1 2
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NOTES

Pages | Recipes Page

Featured Recipe

7. Click the arrow to the left of "Trends & Ideas" to 

expand that section (if it’s not already expanded), and 

then the arrow next to "Recipes." 

8. Find the page for the recipe to be featured (in this 

example, we use Tres Magnifiques Pastries). To the right 

of the recipe page name, click "Actions" > "Title & 

Properties." 

9. Paste or type in the intro text in the Excerpt field 

(maximum 255 characters). Click "Save changes." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipes Page

Search Box 

This Search Box widget allows users to search the site 

recipes. Results return on the global search page. No edits 

should need to be made here.

Recipe Filters

This Categories widget is set to include all "tags" (filters) 

created for recipes. Currently these display in 3 categories: 

product type, occasion, and flavor. Any new tags created in 

these categories will automatically display in the recipe filter. 

(For instructions on how to add or edit these tags, please see 

page 132 of this manual.) 

Recipe Listing

The recipe page Navigation widget is set to automatically list 

all recipes that are set as children under the "Recipes" page. 

Recipes are displayed by most recent date first, as set in the 

date field for each recipe page (it is possible to backdate 

recipes in order to manually alter the order). Please refer to 

the next section to learn more about creating recipe pages.

Recipe Filters
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.recipe.page" template.

These pages essentially function like flexible blog posts 

and can be built with a combination of content blocks and 

images, as the user sees fit. 

There are two ways to create a recipe page: duplicate and 

edit an existing recipe page, or create a new recipe page.

EMBED CODE WIDGET

IMAGE WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

EMBED CODE WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Duplicating a Recipe Page

1. Go the the "Pages" tab at the top of your dashboard 

and find the recipe page you want to duplicate.

2. To the right of that page name click the "Actions" > 

"Duplicate." 

3. The duplicate edit page will automatically appear. 

Update the "Name" of your new recipe. 

4. Click "Create and return to Pages." (Don’t continue 

to edit this page, as some of your changes may not 

be saved.) 

5. On the "Pages" tab, navigate to the recipe page you 

just created, and to the right of the page name, click 

"Actions" > "Title & Properties." 

6. Make sure that under "Put this page…," the "Under 

parent page…" radio button is selected and the display 

shows "Trends & Ideas > Recipes." 
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Pages | Recipe Pages

Duplicating a Recipe Page

7. Make sure the URL was updated to match the the new 

recipe name (change this as necessary). Only "Show in 

navigation" should be checked. 

8. Change the "Title for search engines" to the name of 

the new recipe, if it wasn’t automatically changed. (Less 

than 70 characters are recommended.) 

9. The "Template" should be set to "Dawn.<SITE>.recipe.

page." 

10. The "Description, Keywords" section is optional. For 

the description (meta description), your entry will not 

affect SEO. However, we still recommend writing a 

description, because this is what will appear in Search 

results for users. That way, instead of automatically 

pulling in the first sentence of the page, the Search 

results will display a succinct description of the page 

(e.g., "Find out why our brownie mix is trusted by 

bakers around the world for creating moist, delicious 

brownies that customers keep coming back for."). 

Currently, it is recommended that meta descriptions be 

no longer than 200 characters.  

We recommend leaving keywords empty, as this no 

longer affects SEO, and in some cases, Google may 

even penalize you for "keyword stuffing." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Duplicating a Recipe Page

11. You don’t need to update "Advanced options."

12. Under "Related media," you need to update the 

thumbnail for this new recipe. This is the image that 

will appear in the listing on the "Recipes" page. To 

update the thumbnail, click "Select image."

13. Select existing image from an image library or upload 

a new image (navigate to an image on your computer 

or drag and drop an image into the popup window). To 

select an existing image, the image would need to be 

saved in the "Default Libraries."

14. Set the Library to save the image to the "Recipe 

Images" library by clicking "Change" next to "Library" 

and choosing "Recipe Images." Click "Done." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Duplicating a Recipe Page

15. Enter an appropriate "Title" and "Alternative Text" for 

the image, both of which can be the same. These are 

mainly for SEO purposes.

16. The "Categories and tags section" is not currently 

being used.

17. Click "Upload."

18. Under "Date," you can set the publish date manually. 

Usually, you’ll just want to set it to today’s date. 

However, since recipes are set to display on the 

"Recipes" page by most recent date, you can use this 

field to manually adjust where the recipe shows up. 

19. The "Excerpt" field is an optional field. It’s not 

necessary unless you want to feature this recipe — in 

which case it will be the description that shows up for 

the recipe in the featured box on the "Recipes Page." 

Type or paste a short intro into this field if you plan to 

feature this recipe (maximum 255 characters). 

18
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Duplicating a Recipe Page

20. Under "Tag Categories," you will need to select the 

"tags" (filters) that apply to your recipe. These fall into 

3 categories: product type, occasion, and flavor. It’s ok if 

none of these tags apply to your recipe; it will still show 

up in the general recipe listing on the "Recipes" page. 

21. Click the checkbox for each tag you want to associate 

to this recipe. There is not a limit to the amount of tags 

you can select. (If you need to create new tags, please 

refer to page 132 of this manual.) Click "Done." 

22. Click "Create and go to add content."

23. You will be taken to the back end of the recipe page, 

where you can edit the content and layout as needed 

by clicking "Edit" at the top right of any of the widgets 

(or dragging new widgets onto the page). Please see 

the Style Guide for basic layout recommendations for 

these pages. 

24. Click "Publish."

20 21
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Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

1. Go to the "Pages" tab at the top of our dashboard and 

click "Create a page."

2. Type or paste in the name of your new recipe under "Name."

3. Under "Put this page…," select the "Under parent 

page…" and select "Recipes" under "Trends & Ideas." 

Click "Done."

4. The URL should have automatically been set when 

the "Name" field was populated, but you can always 

change it manually. 

5. Check only "Show in navigation" (this makes it possible 

to display the recipe on the "Recipes" page). 
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Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

6. The title for search engines should have been 

populated automatically when the "Name" field was 

populated. However, you can always enter a slightly 

different title here that is SEO-optimized, even if 

you don’t want that to be the title that appears on 

the "Recipes" page.  (Less than 70 characters are 

recommended.) 

7. Under "Template," click to "Select another Template" 

and choose the "Dawn.<SITE>.recipe.subpage" 

template. Click "Done."

8. The "Description, Keywords" section is optional. For 

the description (meta description), your entry will not 

affect SEO. However, we still recommend writing a 

description, because this is what will appear in Search 

results for users. That way, instead of automatically 

pulling in the first sentence of the page, the Search 

results will display a succinct description of the page 

(e.g., "Find out why our brownie mix is trusted by 

bakers around the world for creating moist, delicious 

brownies that customers keep coming back for."). 

Currently, it is recommended that meta descriptions be 

no longer than 200 characters.  

We recommend leaving keywords empty, as this no 

longer affects SEO, and in some cases, Google may 

even penalize you for "keyword stuffing." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

9. You don’t need to update "Advanced options."

10. Under "Related media," you need to upload the 

thumbnail for this new recipe. In order to be selected 

here, thumbnails must be saved in the "Default 

Libraries" folders. This is the image that will appear 

in the listing on the "Recipes" page. To update the 

thumbnail, click "Select image."

11. Select existing image from an image library or upload a 

new image (navigate to an image on your computer or 

drag and drop an image into the popup window).

12. Set the Library to save the image to the "Recipe 

Images" library by clicking "Change" next to "Library" 

and choosing "Recipe Images." Click "Done." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

13. Enter an appropriate "Title" and "Alternative Text" for 

the image, both of which can be the same. These are 

mainly for SEO purposes. 

The "Categories and tags" section is not currently 

being used.

14. Click "Upload."

15. Under "Date," you can set the publish date manually. 

Usually, you’ll just want to set it to today’s date. 

However, since recipes are set to display on the 

"Recipes" page by most recent date, you can use this 

field to manually adjust where the recipe shows up. 

16. The "Excerpt" field is an optional field. It’s not 

necessary unless you want to feature this recipe — in 

which case it will be the description that shows up for 

the recipe in the featured box on the "Recipes" page. 

Type or paste a short intro into this field if you plan to 

feature this recipe (maximum 255 characters).  
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

17. Under "Tag Categories," you will need to select the 

"tags" (filters) that apply to your recipe. These fall into 

3 categories: product type, occasion, and flavor. It’s ok if 

none of these tags apply to your recipe; it will still show 

up in the general recipe listing on the "Recipes" page. 

18. Click the checkbox for each tag you want to associate 

to this recipe. There is not a limit to the amount of tags 

you can select. (If you need to create new tags, please 

refer to page 132 of this manual.) Click "Done." 

19. Click "Create and go to add content." 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

20. You will be taken to the back end of the recipe page, 

where you can edit the content and layout for the page. 

21. Update the "Recipe Page Title" to the name of the 

recipe. This heading must stay as an H1 format (so 

be careful to reformat it if you copy and paste from 

somewhere that isn’t a plain text editor such as TextEdit 

on a Mac or Notepad on a PC such as TextEdit on a 

Mac or Notepad on a PC).

22. The block of code under the recipe name is the code 

for the AddThis social share buttons. This code is 

hardcoded into the recipe page template and can only 

be updated on the template file. (To change what 

appears in your AddThis module, please see page 136 

of this manual.) 

23. Drag content blocks or image widgets from the list of 

widgets on the right and drop them into the main container 

of the page under the embedded social share code.  

Note: it is imperative that all elements are dropped 

inside the main container. 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

24. Add in image widgets and content blocks as needed. 

These can be setup differently for each recipe, but 

we recommend you refer to the Style Guide for the 

recommended basic recipe page layout.

25. For any images you add, make sure to include the 

"content-image" CSS style. You do this by clicking 

"More options" when uploading or choosing an 

image, and then typing "content-image" into the "CSS 

classes" field, before clicking "Save."

26. To set an image to be full width, create an "Image" 

widget, select or upload the image to use, make sure 

the image has a value for "Title" and for "Alternative 

Text," and then set the image size to "Custom size." 

27. Choose "Crop to area." Although the height can 

certainly fluctuate, the recommended size for full-width 

images is: 780px wide by 394px high. Click "Done." 

28. The image will then appear like this: 
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NOTES

Pages | Recipe Pages

Creating a New Recipe Page

29. If a multi-column layout is needed, click "Layout" in the 

top right corner. 

30. Drag a column layout into the main container. 

31. Click "Content" at the top right when done with the 

layout updates. 

32. Continue to add image widgets and content blocks to 

the page as needed.
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NOTES

Pages | Guides/Trends/Tools Pages

The following pages under "Trends & Ideas" are very 

similar: "Decorating & Spin-Off Guides," "Consumer 

Trends," and "Business Tools & Advice."

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.trends.subpage" 

template.

All these pages use a Navigation widget to display all their child 

pages (in chronological order, with the most recent first).

It is important to keep the Navigation widget on these 

pages set to the following:

A. Display to show "All pages under currently 

opened page"

1. Except for "Business Tools & Advice," where it will 

be set to "All pages under a particular page" — 

with "Business Advice" selected as the page.

B. Levels to include: 1

C. Template: "DawnMasonryGrid"

CONTENT BLOCK

NAVIGATION WIDGET

A

1

B

C
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NOTES

Pages | Guides/Trends/Tools Pages

The "Business Tools & Advice" page also includes several 

permanent tools that are always shown at the top of the page.

The featured tools links are made up of several Document 

link widgets and a Navigation widget. The Document link 

widgets link to PDF files, while the Navigation widget links 

to any tools that live on a webpage.

Edit Featured PDF Tools

1. Click "Edit" on the document link  

widget you want to update.

2. On this screen you can either click to "Change 

the document" or click to "Edit all properties" of 

this document. The template must remain set to 

"DocumentLinkFeaturedTool."

3. To change the display name for the document, click 

"Edit all Properties" and update the text that is in the 

"ButtonLabel" field.

4. Click "Publish."

5. Click "Save" on the Document Link screen.
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NOTES

Pages | Guides/Trends/Tools Pages

Add a New Featured PDF Tool

1. Drag a new document link widget from the right and 

drop it in the main container of the page.

2. Click "Edit" on that new widget.

3. Select an existing document or upload a new document. 

If you upload a new document, make sure you save 

it in the appropriate document library. In this case the 

documents should be saved in "Business Tools PDFs."

4. Click "Done selecting."

5. To add or update the text that displays for this paper, 

click "Edit all properties" and add or update the display 

text in the "ButtonLabel" field.

6. Click "Publish."

7. Back on the Document Link screen, set the template to 

"DocumentLinkFeaturedTool."

8. Click "Save."
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NOTES

Pages | Guides/Trends/Tools Pages

The Yield Equivalents Tool and Conversion Calculator tools 

are display using a "Navigation" widget.

Edit Linked Tools

1. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Navigation widget.

2. The "Display" should be set to a "custom selection 

of pages."

3. To change which pages show up, click "Change" and 

select or unselect the pages you want to include or 

take out.

4. The template must remain set to "DawnFeaturedTools."

3
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NOTES

Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

All sub-pages under "Decorating & Spin-Off Guides," 

"Consumer Trends," and "Business Tools & Advice" are 

created the same way. 

These pages use the "Dawn.<SITE>.trends.subpage" 

template.

These pages can either be short introductions to a PDF, with 

a link to download that PDF (shown here) — or they can be 

longer free-form posts similar to all the recipes.

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK
IN 3+9 LAYOUT

DOCUMENT LINK 

IN 3+9 LAYOUT
IMAGE IN 3+9 LAYOUT
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NOTES

Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Uploading a PDF

If you are creating a post that links to a PDF, first upload the PDF:

1. Go to "Documents & Files" under the "Content" tab 

at the top of your dashboard.

2. Click "Upload documents or other files."

3. Click and select a document from your computer or 

drag and drop it into the center of the window.

4. Click "Change" next to where the documents should 

be uploaded.

5. Choose the appropriate document library, such as 

"Consumer Trends," and click "Done."

6. Click "Upload and Publish."

7. Click "Back to all items" to return to the main screen.
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NOTES

Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Creating a Page

To create a new page once you’ve uploaded a PDF (or if you 

don’t have a PDF):

1. Go to the "Pages" tab at the top of your dashboard 

and click on "Create a page."

2. Enter the name of the page into the "Name" field.

3. Select the "Under parent page…" radio button, choose 

the appropriate page under "Trends & Ideas" — such 

as "Consumer Trends" — and click "Done." (If you’re 

adding a business advice post, make sure you select 

"Business Advice" under "Business Tools & Advice."

4. Leave "Show in navigation" selected. This will allow the 

post to be displayed on the appropriate higher-level page.

5. The "Title for search engines" should have populated 

when you created a name for the page. However, you 

can also add additional important keywords (for example, 

here we added "Bakery" before "Consumer Trend").

6. Click "Select another Template" and choose the 

"Dawn.<SITE>.trends.subpage" template. Click 

"Done."
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Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Creating a Page

7. For the description (meta description), your entry will 

not affect SEO. However, we still recommend writing a 

description, because this is what will appear in Search 

results for users. That way, instead of automatically 

pulling in the first sentence of the page, the Search 

results will display a succinct description of the page 

(e.g., "Find out why our brownie mix is trusted by 

bakers around the world for creating moist, delicious 

brownies that customers keep coming back for."). 

Currently, it is recommended that meta descriptions  

be no longer than 200 characters.  

We recommend leaving keywords empty, as this no 

longer affects SEO, and in some cases, Google may 

even penalize you for "keyword stuffing."

8. Under Thumbnail, click "Select image" to upload a 

thumbnail. Select or upload a thumbnail image for this 

product. Thumbnail images need to be saved in the 

"Default Librabries". The recommended aspect ratio is 

3:2 and recommended image width is 400px — so that 

the image isn’t too large or too small. (Please refer to 

the Style Guide for complete image requirements and 

recommendations.) 

9. Make sure to select the appropriate image library 

for this thumbnail (such as "Consumer Trends 

Images") and to enter an appropriate "Title" and 

"Alternative Text."

7
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Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Creating a Page

10. Enter a "Date" for this post. This will affect what order 

the posts are published in.

11. Type in a brief description for this asset (maximum 255 

characters). Users will see this below the title on the 

page that lists all posts.

12. Click "Create and go to add content."

13. Now you will be taken to the back-end editor for the 

page content itself. The first thing you’ll want to do is 

to drag a content block onto your page.

14. Click "Edit" in the top right corner of your new 

Content block.

15. Type in the name of your page as you want it to appear 

at the top of the page, and then select everything you 

typed and choose "Heading 1" from the format drop-

down. Click "Save."

If you’re going to continue to create the same layout 

as the sample consumer trend page we’ve shown (with 

the screenshot of the cover on the left, and the text 

and download button on the right), continue with these 

steps. Otherwise, you can style this page as you please — 

and we encourage you to review some of the available 

widget options listed under Campaign Pages on page 

113 of this manual.
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NOTES

Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Creating a Page

16. Switch to "Layout" mode at the  

top right of your window.

17. Drag a "grid 3+9" section to right below the title of 

the page, where it says "Drop here Container."  

It’s very important that you don’t drop this 

outside the white container box.

18. Switch back to "Content" mode. Drag an Image widget 

into the left column you just created, and a Content 

block and Document link into the right column.

19. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Content block and 

type or paste in a description for the asset. This can be 

just a few sentences or a couple of short paragraphs. If 

you’re pasting in, please paste from a plain text editor 

such as TextEdit on a Mac or Notepad on a PC to avoid 

strange styling.

20. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Document link 

widget. Find the document you recently uploaded 

under the appropriate Library ("Consumer Trends") in 

this case — or upload a new document.
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NOTES

Pages | Guide/Trend/Tool Post Page

Creating a Page

21. Set the Template to "DocumentLinkButtonDawn."

22. Click "Edit all properties" next to your document.

23. Find the "ButtonLabel" field and enter what you want 

your button to say. Regardless of how you style this, it 

will appear in all caps and with an arrow at the end on 

the front end.

24. Click "Publish" and then "Save" to get back to your 

page editor.

25. Click on your Image widget to upload an image to 

the page. Select a page from your computer or drag it 

into the window to upload it. Make sure you put this 

image into the appropriate library and fill in the "Title" 

and "Alternative Title" fields, same as you did with the 

page thumbnail.

26. With this and any images you add on the page, make 

sure to include the "content-image" CSS style. You 

do this by clicking "More options," and then typing 

"content-image" into the "CSS classes" field, before 

clicking "Save."

27. Click "Publish."
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NOTES

Pages | Videos Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.trends.subpage" 

template.

This page currently does not exist on the U.S. website, but 

if you currently have a YouTube channel, it is a page that 

can easily be created within Sitefinity. The title for this page 

can be "Videos" or "How-To Videos" or any other title that 

matches the content of the videos you wish to put here.

This page was built using just content blocks, some of 

which include code for horizontal rules (divider lines), and 

others for embedding YouTube playlists.

H1

H3

PARAGRAPH TEXT

THICK HORIZONATAL  
RULE

H3

REGULAR
HORIZONTAL RULE

EMBEDDED  
YOUTUBE CODE

EMBEDDED  
YOUTUBE CODE



Pages | Videos Page

Adding a YouTube Playlist

To add a YouTube playlist to any page, you’ll need to first 

log into your YouTube account and then follow the steps 

below. You can also locate the account profile on YouTube 

even if you’re not logging in — then skip to step 2 below.

1. Click on "My Channel" at the top left of your screen.

2. Click on "Playlists."

3. Choose the playlist you want to embed. For example, 

"English videos."

4. Click "Share" on the playlist page.

5. Go to the "Embed" tab and copy ONLY the part of the 

code inside the quotes after "src." 

 

<iframe width="560" height="315" 

src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/

videoseries?list=PLQ_kWN4Osel6XhzN-

-cFaPtEgSjHLjW38" frameborder="0" 

allowfullscreen></iframe>
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NOTES

Pages | Videos Page

Adding a YouTube Playlist

6. Go back to the Sitefinity page editor for whichever 

page you are on, and add a Content block to the page. 

Click to "Edit" that content block and switch to HTML 

in the top right corner.

7. Paste THIS code into the editor, replacing only the part 

between the quotes after "src" with the code you 

copied from YouTube: 

 

<div class="embed-responsive embed-responsive-16by9"> 

<iframe class="embed-responsive-item" 

src="YOUTUBE CODE HERE" frameborder="0" 

allowfullscreen></iframe></div>

8. Add as many different playlists onto a page as you 

want, separating them with subheads (H3) and 

horizontal rules (<hr>).

6
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NOTES

Pages | What We Do Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

This page was built through a combination of content 

blocks and images, all of which can be updated as needed.
CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE WIDGET

IMAGE WIDGET

IMAGE WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Family Company Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

Intro

The Content widget houses the introductory copy and is 

easily editable in the same way as any other Content widget.

CONTENT BLOCK

LEADERS WIDGET

COMPANY HISTORY
WIDGET



NOTES

Pages | Family Company Page

Creating New Bios

In order to have bios available to display using the Leaders 

widget, the bios must first be created as an item under 

"Content" > "Leaders."

To create a new leader or family bio item:

1. Go to "Leaders" under the "Content" tab at the top of 

your dashboard. 

2. Click "Create a Leader." 

3. Type or paste in the full name of the person  

under "Name." 

4. For the Portrait, select an existing image from an image 

library or upload a new image.  

If uploading a new image, please make sure it is saved 

to the "Family" library.  

Make sure to enter an image title and alternative text 

for the image (these can be the same).

5. The biography for each person goes in the "Content" 

field. Type or paste in the bio, but make sure you are 

pasting from a plain text editor such as TextEdit on a 

Mac or Notepad on a PC such as TextEdit on a Mac or 

Notepad on a PC. 

6. Click "Publish."
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NOTES

Pages | Family Company Page

Editing the Leaders Widget

1. The Leaders widget is configured to display leaders 

(aka family members), as set manually in the widget 

configuration. To update bios displayed on the 

Family Company page, click "Edit" at the top of  

the Leaders widget…

2. Click "Change." 

3. Select additional bios to display or unselect bios to 

remove from display. The order of the bios can be 

changed by clicking the left side of an item and 

dragging it to a new position. 

4. Click "Done selecting" and then "Save."

1
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NOTES

Pages | Family Company Page

Company History Widget

This widget acts as a custom interactive timeline. It displays 

all company history items in chronological order, with most 

recent last. Timeline elements can be added or edited by 

following these steps: 

1. Click on the "Content" tab at the top of your 

dashboard and select "Company History" in the 

drop-down. 

2. Click "Create a Company History Entry." 

3. Enter the year in the "Year" field. 

4. Enter the title of the history item in the "Title" field.  

5. Type or paste a description in the "Description" field 

(this field is not required). This field can include images. 

To insert an image, click your cursor in the text box then 

click the image icon. Upload a new image or navigate to 

an image already saved in the system. You can choose 

to justify the image left, right, or center. Once published 

the image will automatically get a 3px gray border so 

that all the images have the same treatment. 

6. A 15px margin is recommended between the image 

and text. You will add the margin on the insert image 

screen. For this example we added 15px to the left of 

the image.
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NOTES

Pages | Family Company Page

Company History Widget

7. Click "Publish."

8. This example will display on the timeline like this: 

8

DESCRIPTION

TITLE

YEAR
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NOTES

Pages | Social Responsibility Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage 

template."

This page was built with a combination of content blocks 

and images and can be updated as needed.



Pages | Distribution Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

This page is made up of standard content blocks that can 

be edited as needed, as well as a custom "Distribution 

Centers" widget (used in the U.S. only).

Google Map 

To edit the map or create a new one, you will first need a 

Google account. Use that account to log into Google My 

Maps at www.google.com/maps/d

If you’re editing an existing map, click "Open a map." After 

you make your edits, these should automatically be reflected 

on the Dawn website. For instructions on adding new pins, 

read on for how to create a new map.

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

DISTRIBUTION 
CENTER WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Create a New Map

1. If you’re creating a new map, click "Create a new 

map." Edit the name and description of this map by 

clicking on "Untitled Map." This name will appear 

at the top of the map when it’s incorporated on the 

Dawn Foods page. 

2. To create a new entry, type the full address of a 

location into the main Search bar. Press Enter or click 

the Search button. 

3. Confirm that the pin has been dropped in the right 

location, and click "Add to Map." 

4. Once the entry is added to your list, click the Edit icon 

at the bottom right of the pop-up description.  

1
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Create a New Map

5. Enter a new name for the location (e.g., San Francisco 

Distribution Center). Then enter a description, which 

can include an address, phone number, and any other 

contact information you want to include. (If you 

would like to insert a line break inside this field, press 

Alt+Return — since pressing Return on its own will 

save and close the editor.) Feel free to "Remove" the 

details from Google Maps in the gray box if you’ve 

already entered an address into your description box. 

Click "Save" when you’re done editing.  

6. To edit the color or shape of the icon, mouse over 

the specific location on your left-side list and click 

on the paint bucket that appears to the right of the 

location name. Here you can change the color of the 

pin, or click "More icons" to choose a completely 

different icon.  

7. If you’d like, you can designate different types of 

locations with different icons or colors — but make 

sure to denote what each means within the content 

on the Distribution page above the Google map. 
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Add New Map to Dawn Website

1. To add the new map to the Dawn website, you will 

first need to set your map to "Public" and then get the 

iframe code from the Google My Maps account. 

To make your map public, click "Share" on the left side 

of your screen. 

2.  Click "Change…" next to the private access settings.

3. Set the settings to "On – Public on the web" and save.

4. Then click on the 3-dot settings icon to the right of 

the name of your map, and choose "Embed on my 

site." This will provide you with the iframe code for 

your website. Copy this code and follow the next steps 

within the Dawn Sitefinity editor. 

5. To add the map to the Dawn website, on the 

Distribution page editing screen, click "Edit" on  

the Content block that contains the map. 
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Add New Map to Dawn Website

6. Click the "HTML" button to switch to code view.

7. Replace the existing iframe code with the new 

code provided by the Google Maps interface and 

click "Save." 
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Locations Accordions

The accordion on the Distribution page that opens and 

closes to show information for all the distribution centers is 

set to automatically pull in each entry once it’s added under 

"Content" > "Distribution Centers."

Note: This item only exists on the U.S. website. Other 

regions can use a simple Content block to display all 

location information.

Add a Distribution Center Accordion Item

1. To add a new entry to the accordions, click 

"Content" at the top of your dashboard and click on 

"Distribution Centers." 

2. Click "Create a Distribution Center."  

3. In the "Title" field, enter the title for the entry. This 

is the content that will always be visible on the page. 

Currently, this is the name of the largest city near the 

distribution centers listed below it.  

4. In the "Location type" field, enter the type of location 

(e.g., "Distribution Center). This field is not required. 
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Add a Distribution Center Accordion Item

5. If there is a contact email for the location, enter this 

under "Contact Email." This field is not required.  

6. If there is a phone number for the location, enter this 

under "Main phone." This field is not required. If 

provided, this number will display in the results of the 

zip code lookup search when a user enters a zip code 

that is in this distribution center’s service area. 

7. If there is a secondary phone number for the location, 

enter this under "Secondary phone." This field is not 

required. If provided, this number will display in the 

results of the zip code lookup search when a user 

enters a zip code that is in this distribution center’s 

service area. 

8. If there is an address for the location, select the 

Country in the "Country" dropdown and state in 

the "State" dropdown. Enter the city, zip, and street 

address manually. These fields are not required. 
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Add a Distribution Center Accordion Item

9. In the Notes field, you can enter any additional content 

for this entry.

10. Under "Service Zip Codes," paste in a list of zip codes 

serviced by this center. This list of zip codes is only 

necessary for sites that have a zip code lookup in 

the sidebars on their website. Sitefinity uses the zip 

codes provided here to show the correct distribution 

center phone number(s) to the user when a zip code is 

entered into the lookup. 

11. Click "Publish."

12. The distribution center entry will look like the below 

once it is viewed in expanded view on the website: 

10
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NOTES

Pages | Distribution Page

Delete a Distribution Center Accordion Item

1. To delete a distribution center accordion item,  click 

"Content" at the top of your dashboard and click on 

"Distribution Centers."

2. To the right of the distribution center you want to 

delete, click "Actions" and then "Delete."  

1
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NOTES

Pages | Leadership Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

The top part of this page was created using a standard 

content block that can be edited as needed. The bottom 

part of the page is a Leaders accordion widget that is set 

to automatically display each of the leaders when they are 

added under "Content" > "Leaders."

CONTENT BLOCK

LEADERS WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | Leadership Page

Add a Leader

1. To create a new Leader entry, go to "Leaders" under 

the "Content" tab at the top of the dashboard. 

2. Click "Create a Leader." Then under the "Name" field, 

enter the person’s full name. 

3. In the "Position" field, enter the person’s title.  

4. Under "Portrait," click "Select Image" and select 

an existing image from an image library or upload a 

new image. If uploading a new image, make sure to 

upload it to the "Leaders" library and enter a title and 

alternative text for the image. Recommended image 

width is 400px.

5. In the "Content" field, enter the bio for the individual. 

Items can be bolded using the basic content editor.   
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NOTES

Pages | Leadership Page

Add a Leader

6. Quotes should be styled as: Font size 18px, Bold, and 

color #f58220. 

7. Click "Publish."

6
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NOTES

Pages | Leadership Page

Change Leader Order

1. The accordion is set to display the leaders in a manually-

set order. To update the order, click "Edit" at the top 

right of the Leaders widget when editing the page. 

2. Click "Change." 

3. Click to the left of the leader item you want to move 

and drag and drop it into the new position.  

4. Click "Done selecting" and then "Save."
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NOTES

Pages | Trade Shows & Events Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

This page was built using content blocks and an image 

gallery widget.

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE GALLERY

CONTENT BLOCK
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NOTES

Pages | Trade Shows & Events Page

Trade Show Image Gallery

This widget is configured to display all images that are 

saved in the image library named "Trade Shows & Events." 

1. To add a new image to this image gallery, go to 

"Images" under the "Content" tab at the top of 

your browser. 

2. Click on "Trade Shows & Events" within the list on 

the page. 

3. Click "Upload images." 

4. Upload images either by navigating to where the 

image is saved on your computer, or by dragging and 

dropping images into the window. 

5. Make sure "Trade Shows & Events Images" is showing 

under "Where to store the uploaded images?" Then 

click "Upload and Publish." 
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NOTES

Pages | News & Press Releases Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

This page uses a content block for the title, followed by a 

custom news widget that is setup to automatically display 

all news items created under "Content" > "News." 

The news items are displayed in chronological order, with 

the most recently published first.

CONTENT BLOCK

NEWS WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | News & Press Releases Page

Create a News Item

1. To create a news item, go to "News" under the 

"Content" tab at the top of your dashboard. 

2. Click "Create a news item."

3. Type or paste in a "Title" for the news item (this 

will show in the display on the "News & Press 

Releases" page).  

4. Type or paste in the full body text of the news item 

into the large text field. Note: if you are pasting 

content, be careful to paste it into a plain text editor 

such as TextEdit on a Mac or Notepad on a PC first, so 

that strange styling doesn’t carry over. 

If your news item is an article that lives off the site, 

simply use this section to write a short introduction, 

and then link out to the article. 
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NOTES

Pages | News & Press Releases Page

Create a News Item

5. Type or paste in a quick summary for the news piece. 

This will show in the display on the "News & Press 

Releases" page.

6. The Category and tags section, Author, Source name, 

and Source URL fields are not currently being used. 

7. It is recommended to keep the following  

3 items un-checked:

• Allow comments

• Include in sitemap

• Allow multiple URLs for this item

8. In the "Related Media" section, you can add a 

thumbnail to the news listing by selecting an existing 

image or uploading one. This will show on the 

"News & Press Releases" page, and the recommend 

maximum width is 400px (the image will be resized 

to fit).

9. Click "Publish."
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NOTES

Pages | Careers Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.aboutus.subpage" 

template.

This page was built with Content blocks, an Image 

widget, and a Callout widget — which can all be edited 

as needed.

CONTENT BLOCK

IMAGE WIDGET

CONTENT BLOCK
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NOTES

Pages | Careers Page

Call-to-Action Button

A call-to-action button is simply a hyperlink with a bit of HTML code 

added to it, making it look like a button. This means that it’s always 

included in a Content block.

To edit the URL this callout button points to:

1. Click "Edit" at the top right of the Content block that contains it.

2. Switch to HTML mode within that block.

3. Find the code for the button/URL that looks similar to this, and 

replace the URL that follows the "href" if you want to change 

where the button links to (red), or the content between the 

brackets to change the text inside the button (blue). 

<a class="asset-button" href="https://career4.successfactors.

comeer?company=dfprod&site=RDJhYSs5aTVVd0E9">EXPLORE 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES</a>

4. Click "Save."  

1
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NOTES

Pages | FAQs Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" template.

FAQ Widget

This page is set up to display all FAQ sections and questions 

that are entered into the content type named "FAQ 

Section" (see page 133 of this manual for how to edit the 

content inside the FAQ sections).

SIDEBAR WIDGET

SIDEBAR WIDGET

FAQ WIDGET
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NOTES

Pages | FAQs Page

Sidebar Widgets

This page is currently showing the Headquarters and Email 

Us items in the sidebar. These can be changed and other 

sidebar widgets can be added.

1. To change the sidebar widgets displayed on this page, 

click "Edit" at the top right of the Sidebar Widgets. 

2. Click "Change." 

3. Search for and check the box for each sidebar 

widget to display OR uncheck any sidebar widgets 

you don’t want displayed. In order for an item to be 

in this list, it must first be created as a content type 

under "Content" > "Sidebar Widgets" (see page 

134 of this manual). That is also where you’d edit 

the content within the widgets themselves. 

4. Click "Done selecting" and click "Save."
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NOTES

Pages | Contact Us Page

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.product.overview" 

template.

The contact form can be updated by editing it under 

"Content" > "Forms" (see page 126 of this manual).

Sidebar widgets can be added and removed from the sidebar 

on the right. The current sidebar widgets on this page in 

the U.S. are the Distribution Centers widget and the Sidebar 

widgets. In other regions, these are all Sidebar widgets.

Distribution Centers Widget (U.S.)

This widget is only used in the U.S. and is set up to allow the 

user to search for the closest distribution center by entering 

the user’s zip code. We don’t recommend any changes to 

this widget — other than removing the zip code lookup 

functionality for countries/regions where it isn’t needed.

 DISTRIBUTION CENTER
WIDGETS

SIDEBAR WIDGET

FORM
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NOTES

Pages | Contact Us Page

Sidebar Widgets

This page is currently showing the Headquarters and Email 

Us items as the sidebar widgets. These can be changed and 

other sidebar items can be added. 

1. To change the sidebar widgets displayed on this page, 

click "Edit" at the top right of the Sidebar Widgets. 

2. Click "Change." 

3. Search for and check the box for each sidebar widget 

you want displayed or uncheck any sidebar widgets 

you don’t want displayed. In order for an item to be 

in this list, it must first be created as a content type 

under "Content" > "Sidebar Widgets" (see page 

134 of this manual). 

4. Click "Done selecting" and click "Save."
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Pages | Terms of Use and Privacy Notice Pages

These pages uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" page 

template.

These pages contain just one content block that can be 

updated as needed.

1. To edit the content, click "Edit" at the top right of the 

Content block.

2. Make updates in the text editor and click "Save"  

when done. 

CONTENT BLOCK

1

2
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Pages | Additional Pages

Site Map

This page uses the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" template.

This page uses a navigation widget to show a simple list of all the main pages on the site. As 

pages are created, this page will be automatically updated to show any new pages.

Artisanal

This page is strictly used as a redirect page. It allows us to use a shorter title for the mid-page 

navigation on the home page (than in the drop-down navigation).

Supermarket

This page is strictly used as a redirect page. It allows us to use a shorter title for the mid-page 

navigation on the home page (than in the drop-down navigation).

Manufacturing

This page is strictly used as a redirect page. It allows us to use a shorter title for the mid-page 

navigation on the home page (than in the drop-down navigation).

Search

This page is strictly used as a redirect page. It allows us to use a shorter title for the mid-page 

navigation on the home page (than in the drop-down navigation).
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Pages | Optional Campaign Page

Additional pages can be created on the Dawn Foods website to aid in campaign efforts. Please refer to the Campaign Marketing Guide for some guidelines on campaign pages, as well as 

considerations for where else on the website they can be promoted. We recommend using the template "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" for campaign pages.

You can customize a campaign page by using any combination of content items and widgets. Currently usable options include:

Layout

You can use the default one-column format or update the 

column layout within each individual row to a multi-column 

option. Do this by toggling between "Content" and "Layout" 

tabs, and dragging the column layout you want onto your 

page. Then drag content items into those columns.

Content Block

A content block is the most flexible and ubiquitous widget on 

the website. It’s required if you want to add a heading on the 

page. You can also add any other content on the page using 

these blocks. 

In-text or all-caps links are created using the content block by 

bolding that content and inserting a hyperlink.

A content block is also how you can insert a call-to-action 

button onto a page that links elsewhere on the site.

To add a call-to-action button, switch to HTML mode and add 

the following code in the appropriate location, filling in the 

missing items mentioned (the target="_blank" piece is only 

needed if this URL is not on the Dawn website, and the URL 

thus needs to open in a new window): 

Example Call-to-Action Button
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Content Block

A content block is also the widget you use to create a horizontal line  

(horizontal rule) to separate sections of the page. This is done by 

simply inserting <hr> into the HTML editor view on the Content block 

(or you can also add a thicker line using <hr class="hr-thick">). See 

page 44 of this manual for instructions.

The HTML editor mentioned above is also how you should insert any 

iframes into the site. These include items such as Google maps, as 

well as YouTube videos (we recommend including videos this way 

instead of using a video widget). To embed a YouTube video:

1. Go to that page on YouTube and click "Share" below the video.

2. Switch to the "Embed" tab and copy ONLY the part of the code 

inside the quotes after "src." 

 

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.

youtube.com/embed/CYRXangrDT4" frameborder="0" 

allowfullscreen></iframe>

3. Go back to the Sitefinity page editor for whichever page you are 

on, and add a Content block to the page. Click to "Edit" that 

content block and switch to HTML in the top right corner.

4. Paste THIS code into the editor, replacing only the part between the 

quotes after "src" with the code you copied from YouTube: 

 

<div class="embed-responsive embed-responsive-16by9"> <iframe 

class="embed-responsive-item" src="YOUTUBE CODE HERE" 

frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe></div>

1

2

3
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Image 

The image widget is what we recommend using for 

inserting any images onto the page — whether full-width 

or smaller. Make sure to include the "content-image" CSS 

style on any images added to the page. You do this by 

clicking "More options" when uploading or choosing an 

image, and then typing "content-image" into the "CSS 

classes" field, before clicking "Save."

To insert a full-width image:

1. Upload an image that is at least 780px wide. 

2. Under the "image size" dropdown, choose "Custom 

size."

3. Under the first "Resize image" dropdown, choose 

"Crop to area." 

For pages with a left-side navigation (Trends & Ideas 

pages, About Us pages), we recommend setting the 

width to 780 pixels. For full-width campaign pages 

with no sidebars, the width should be 1110 pixels. 

In either case, we recommend setting the height to 

approximately 400. This ensures the image isn’t too 

long on the page (if you’re pasting a long image such 

as an infographic, ignore this and set the appropriate 

larger height).

4. Check the box for "resize small images to bigger 

dimensions" if your image is slightly smaller than the 

width of the screen, and you want it to expand to fill it.

2

3

4
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Image Gallery

You can include an image gallery (slideshow) on your page 

by using this widget. For an example, see the "Trade Shows 

& Events" page. Make sure you create a new image library 

before using this widget. The settings on the Trade Shows & 

Events image slideshow are: 

A. Content

1. From selected libraries only...Trade Shows & Events 

Images

B. List settings

1. No limit and paging

2. Sort images - Last published

3. Thumbnail size - 120x120 px cropped

4. List template - DawnSlideshow

C. Single item settings

1. Auto-generated page

2. Image size - Original size

3. Detail template - DetailPage

Trade Shows & Events Image Gallery
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Form 

If your campaign encourages submission of contact 

information, you may want to include a form on this page. 

See further instruction on creating a form on page 126 of 

this manual.

Sidebar Widgets 

If you are using a multi-column layout, you may want to 

have various boxes on the side of the page. See instructions 

on how to create a sidebar item under on page 134 of this 

manual, and how to add sidebar widgets on page 108.

Document Link

A document link widget is one of 2 ways to create a "button" 

on the page (HTML code within a Content block is the other). 

Use a document link if your button links to a downloadable 

PDF, and follow the steps on page 22 of this manual.

Example Form

Example 3-Feature Block

Example Navigation

Example Download Form

Example Sidebar

Callouts

Callouts can be used to create 3-block featured items. This 

would look similar to the bottom of the home page. See full 

instructions on this on page 30 of this manual. (The Callouts 

widget allows you to link off the site, but if you’re linking to 

pages on the site, you may want to use the navigation widget 

described next).

Navigation

Instead of using Callouts to display other pages on this 

campaign page, if you are linking to just pages inside the Dawn 

website, you can use a Navigation widget. When editing the 

settings of the navigation widget, you want to choose  

"custom selection of pages" and select just the pages you 

want to display and make sure the "DawnOverviewProduct" 

template is selected.
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Social Embed

1. To add a social share widget, click and drag an "Embed 

code" widget located under "Scripts and Styles" on a 

page edit screen. Drop it on the page where you want 

the social icons to display.

2. Click "Edit" on the widget.

3. In the U.S., paste in this code:   

<div class="addthis_sharing_toolbox m-b-1"></div>

4. Click "Save."

3

1
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Example Campaign Page

CONTENT BLOCK

CONTENT BLOCK

NAVIGATION

FORM

IMAGE

CONTENT BLOCK

SOCIAL EMBED

IMAGE

CONTENT BLOCK
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Content Items

IMPORTANT!

When adding/editing these content items, make sure you are 

making edits on your regional site only. If you are on any site other 

than the U.S. site, when you click into any one of the sections under 

the "Content" tab at the top of your dashboard ("Images" for 

example), you will see a menu below the page title for "SOURCES." 

The "Default" source is the U.S. website. If you make changes to 

items there, they will be reflected on any website that uses the 

default items. If, however, you want to make changes only on 

your regional site, make sure you select the 2nd option. In the 

screenshot here, it is "Training." In your instance, it will be your 

regional website. This will allow you to:

• Create news items unique to your region

• Create image libraries unique to your region

• Create document libraries unique to your region

• Create callouts unique to your region

• Create tag categories (recipe filters) unique to your region

• Create leadership bios unique to your region

• Create sidebar widgets unique to your region

Note: You are still able to use any "default" (U.S.) items, as long as 

you don’t make edits to them.

News 

This item is covered under News &  

Press on page 103 of this manual.

Blogs and Events 

These item is not currently being used.

This is the "Content" section of your main Sitefinity 

dashboard. It houses content types, which you can 

create to associate with various widgets.

Images 

We have setup the following image libraries:

Family Images 

Contains all family member headshots

Company History Images
Contains all images found on the timeline  
displayed on the Family Company page

Banner Carousel Images
Contains the images on the home page carousel (all  images saved 
in this folder will appear in the home page carousel)

Leadership Images
Contains the leadership headshots

Recipe Images
Contains all images used on recipe pages

Product Images
Contains all images used on product pages

Site Images
Contains images used on all other pages

Business Tools and Advice Images
Contains all images used on business tools and advice pages

Decorating Guides Images
Contains all images used on decorating and spin-off guides pages

Consumer Trends Images
Contains all images on consumer trend pages

Trade Shows & Events Images
Contains all images used in the slideshow on the trade shows & 
events page

Region Site Specific Image Folders 
Contain thumbnail images needed for the thumbnail field on the 
pages Title & Properties screen.
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Content Items

Images

Replacing an Image in the Library

If you’ve made updates to an image and want to replace that 

image on the website instead of uploading a new one and re-

linking to it everywhere it’s used:

1. Go to "Images" under the "Content" tab at the top of your 

dashboard.

2. Navigate to the Library in which your image currently lives.

3. Click on the image you want to replace with a new one.

4. Click "Replace image" and then select the file you want to 

upload from your computer or drag it into the window.

5. Click "Publish."

1
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Content Items

Videos  
This item is not currently being used.

Documents & Files 

We have set up the following document libraries:

Consumer Trends
This contains consumer trend related documents.

Decorating and Spin-Off Guides PDFs
This contains decorating and spin-off guide documents.

Business Tools PDFs
This contains all business tools and advice documents.

News Articles
This contains news related documents.

Dawn Documents
This contains Dawn related documents, such as the Manufacturer’s’ Brochure, Dawn Code of Excellence, Grant Seekers Guide, Grant 
Application, etc.

Product Documents
This contains sub-libraries that contain product documents:

• Product Documents > Bakery Ingredients Product Brochures

• Product Documents > Foodservice Product Brochures

• Product Documents > Frozen Ready-to-Sell Product Brochures

• Product Documents > Specialty Products Brochures

Documents that are uploaded to these libraries will automatically show on the Product Brochures & Guides page under the respective 
heading and are displayed by Label field, A-Z.

Consumer Brands
Documents that are uploaded to this library will automatically show on the Product Brochures & Guides page under the respective 
heading and are displayed by Label field, A-Z.

Other Documents
This contains all other documents (for example, gluten-free FAQs is here, because we didn’t want to put it in a product document 
library so it wouldn’t automatically show up in the listing on the Product Brochures page).
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Content Items

Documents & Files

Creating a New Document Library

1. When you are in the "Documents & Files" section, 

click "Create a library." 

2. Type or paste the name of the library in the "Library 

name" field. 

3. Adding a description is optional.

4. Under "Parent Library" keep "No parent" selected 

if this folder is to be on the top level of the folder 

structure. Or choose "Selected parent library…" and 

choose the library folder this new folder should be 

inside. If this is related to product documents, it should 

go under the "Product Documents" library. 

5. Click "Create and go to upload documents" if you 

are ready to upload a file now or click "Create and 

go back" if you are done for now working with 

this folder. 

1
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NOTES

Content Items

Documents & Files

Replacing a Document in the Library

If you’ve made updates to a file (such as a product 

brochure), you want to replace the old brochure, not upload 

a new one. Follow these steps to do so.

1. Go to "Documents & Files" under the "Content" tab 

at the top of your dashboard.

2. Navigate to the Library in which your document 

currently lives.

3. Click on the title of the document you want to replace 

with a new one.

4. Click "Replace the file" and then select the file you 

want to upload from your computer or drag it into the 

window.

5. Click "Publish."

1 3
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Forms

This is where all forms on the website exist. Currently, this 

is only the Contact Us form.

Contact Us Form Responses

You can view the current responses to a form (details  

of who has completed the form) by clicking on the  

"# responses" to the right of it.

Editing the Contact Form

1. To edit the form, click the title of the form in the 

previous view. 

2. Drag form fields in or out as needed.

3. Update the thank you message by clicking "Settings" 

on the edit screen.

4. Set up email notifications for who receives an email 

notification upon form submission by clicking the same 

"Settings" button and updating the email(s) under 

"Send email notification responses to…" 

3

4
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Content Items

Forms

Creating a New Form

1. Click "Create a form."

2. Type or paste in a name for the form in the "Title" 

field. The "Name used in code (for developers)" will 

populate as you type the title of the form. This value 

must be unique to the form. 

3. Click "Create and go to add content" if you are ready 

to build out the form or click "Create and return to 

Forms" if you want to build out the form later. 

4. If you click "Create and go to add content" you will 

see the new form in edit mode. You can choose form 

fields from the right side and drag them as needed 

into the section marked "Body" on the screen. After 

you drag the first field into the body, the submit 

button will be automatically added. 

5. For additional instructions, please refer to the Sitefinity 

user guide: http://docs.sitefinity.com/81/create-forms

1
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Content Items

Forms

Newsletter Signup Form

This form doesn’t actually exist under "Forms" — but is a 

hard-coded element of the website. It is included on the default 

Dawn template, so it is displayed on every page of the site.

1. To create a new mailing list for the newsletter signup form 

(a new audience segment that users can self-select), go to 

"Mailing lists" under the "Marketing" tab at the top of 

your dashboard. 

2. Click "Create a mailing list."

3. Type or paste the name of the mailing list into the "Mailing 

list title" field.

4. Click "Create this mailing list."

5. Then update which marketing lists show up in the 

newsletter signup drop-down. A user must have access 

to view templates in order to make this update. Click on 

"Page Templates" under the "Design" tab at the top of your 

dashboard.

6. Click the "Dawn.<SITE>.Default" template name to 

open it in edit mode. 

7. Click "Edit" on the "Subscribe form" widget that is in 

the template. 

8. Click "Change" to select and unselect the mailing lists that 

will appear as options in the dropdown field of the form.

9. Click "Save."

1 2
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Lists 

This item is not currently being used.

Content Blocks 

This item is not currently being used.

Callouts 

Callouts are three-block featured items on the home page, 

product pages, or customer pages (see page 29 on how to 

create this widget on a page). 

To create a new callout that can  

be selected in a Callouts widget:

1. Go to "Callouts" under the "Content" tab at the top 

of your dashboard. 

2. Click "Create a callout." 

3. Type or paste in text for the title of the callout (this is 

purely for your tracking purposes and won’t appear on 

the page). 

1 2
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Content Items

Callouts

4. Type or paste in the destination URL. This will be where 

the item links to when the user clicks the callout. 

This URL doesn’t have to be on the dawnfoods.com 

website, but if it is, make sure to use a "relative" URL 

that starts after the main dawn URL with the first slash 

(see example on page 31).

5. Type or paste in text for the text to display in the button 

itself in the "CallToAction text" field. This text will 

display on the front end in all caps, with an arrow at the 

end, no matter how the text is entered in this field.

6. It is recommend selecting the "Open in a new window" 

checkbox if the URL is not on the Dawn website. 

7. Click "Publish."

4
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Content Items

Company History 
All items created here are displayed on the timeline included 

on the "Family Company" page. See page 84 of this manual 

for instructions on how to create and edit these.

Distribution Centers 

The items created here will appear in the accordion 

element on the "Distribution" page. (These items are also 

where you edit zip codes if you are using the zip code 

lookup widget on your website.)

See page 92 of this manual for instructions on how to 

create and edit these entries.

NOTES
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Yield Equivalents

1. To add entries, click "Create a Yield Equivalent."

2. Type or paste the name of the item in the "Title" field.

3. Type of paste in a category in the "Category" field. If 

the category doesn’t already exist in the tool, one will 

be created.

4. Type or paste in the equivalent text. This should be set 

as a bulleted list.

5. Click "Publish." 

Unit Conversions

1. To add additional conversions, click "Create a Unit 

Conversion."

2. Type or paste in the data in each of the following 

fields: Title, Category, Convert From Unit, Convert To 

Unit, Formula.

3. Click "Publish."

4
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Tag Categories 

Tag categories are what create the recipe filter system 

on the "Recipes" page. Currently, there are 3 product 

categories: Product Type, Occasion, Flavor. And each 

category has associated tags — or individual filters.

To create a new category (although we 
don’t recommend having more than three) 

1. Click on "Content" > "All Classifications" > "Tag 

Categories" from the menu at the top of your 

dashboard.

2. Click "Create a tag category." 

3. Type or paste in name of the tag category in the field 

(e.g., Product Type). This will act as a subhead within 

the recipe filter dropdown. 

4. Keep "No parent" selected

5. Click "Create."

To create new tags (although we highly 
recommend keeping these limited) 

1. On the "Tag Categories" screen Click "Create a tag 

category." 

2. Type or paste in the name of the tag in the field 

(e.g., Brownies).  

3. Click the radio button for "Select a parent..." The list 

of existing parent categories will appear.

4. Click the parent for the tag you are creating and click 

"Done."

5. Click "Create."

1
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FAQ Section 

All items created here will display on the FAQ page. 

FAQs are made up of sections (categories for blocks of 

questions) and questions.

To create a new FAQ section 

1. Go to "FAQ Sections" under the "Content" tab at the 

top of your dashboard.

2. Click "Create a FAQ Section."

3. Type or paste the section name in the "Title" field.

4. Click "Publish."

To create FAQ Questions 

1. Go to "FAQ Sections" under the "Content" tab at the 

top of your dashboard.

2. Click "Questions" under the related FAQ section.

3. Click "Create a Question."

4. Type or paste a question into the "Title" field.

5. Type or paste the answer to the question in the 

"Content" field.

6. Make sure the correct FAQ section is selected, or 

"Change" it if necessary.

7. Click "Publish."

1
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Leaders 

The "Leaders" widget is used to display both leader 

bios for the "Leadership" page and family bios on the 

"Family Company" page. To edit the leadership bios, see 

page 97 of this manual, and to edit the family bios, see 

page 82 of this manual.

Sidebar Widgets 

Items created here can be used within right-hand sidebars 

on the website. These are currently being used on the 

Contact Us page and FAQs page in the right sidebar.

To create a new Sidebar Widget 

1. Go to "Sidebar Widgets" under the "Content" tab at 

the top of your dashboard...

2. Click "Create a Sidebar Widget."   

3. Type or paste in name for this item in the "Title" 

field. This field will not be seen by the user — but is 

rather for your reference when you’re selecting which 

widgets to include in a sidebar on a page.

4. Type or paste in the "Label" of this item. This is what 

title the users of the website will actually see on the 

front end at the top of the box.

5. Type in content to be displayed in  

the body of the widget.

6. Click "Publish."

7. Your sidebar widget should look similar to the 

displayed widget:

Correlation between content type fields and how the 
sidebar widget appears on the front end:

1
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Social Integrations

Currently, the website uses a plugin called "AddThis" for 

social integrations. The Dawn U.S. marketing team has a 

free account using the email address  

marketingservices@dawnfoods.com. 

It is recommended that each region create their own 

"AddThis" account at www.addthis.com if they want  

to use different social media platforms or have their own 

social pages.  

Product pages, recipes, consumer trends, and other shareable pages use the "sharing" 

code to display the share module:

The footer displays "follow" icons — which link out to the various Dawn social properties:

NOTES
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Social Integrations

Updating the Sharing Icons

If you’re editing the existing AddThis module, and not 

creating a new one for your region, making the edits 

within AddThis should automatically make those edits on 

the Dawn website.  

If you’re creating a new module within your AddThis 

account (perhaps you created a new account for your 

region), you first need to create that module and retrieve 

the new embed code within AddThis.

The AddThis embed code associated with the Dawn account 

has been embedded in the following page templates:

• Dawn.<SITE>.product.page

• Dawn.<SITE>.recipe.page

If the AddThis embed code needs to be updated, a user with 

Administrator permissions can update the code by following 

these steps (steps are the same for both templates):

1. Click "Page Templates" under the "Design" tab at the 

top of your dashboard.

2. Click the name of the template to update.

3. Click "Edit" at the top of the Embed code widget.

4. Paste in the new code and click "Save."

5. Click "Publish" to save the changes  

made to the template.
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Social Integrations

Updating the Follow Icons

If you’re editing the existing AddThis module, and not 

creating a new one for your region, making the edits 

within AddThis should automatically make those edits on 

the Dawn website. 

If you’re creating a new module within your AddThis 

account (perhaps you created a new account for your 

region), you first need to create that module and retrieve 

the new embed code within AddThis.

The AddThis embed code associated with the Dawn account 

has been embedded in the following page templates:

• Dawn.<SITE>.Default (this will affect all 

templates, as all Dawn templates are based on 

this one)

If the AddThis embed code needs to be updated, a user with 

Administrator permissions can update the code by following 

these steps:

1. Click "Page Templates" under the "Design" tab at the 

top of your dashboard.

2. Click the name of the template to update  

(Dawn.<SITE>.Default).

3. Click "Edit" at the top of the embed code widget.

4. Paste in the new code and click "Save."

5. Click "Publish" to save the changes  

made to the template.
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Current Widget Settings

This section includes settings for all widgets being used on each page at the time the USA website was launched. This can be 

used as a quick reference when adding similar widgets to new or existing pages.

Home Page

A. Banner Carousel

1. Image gallery widget

2. Content

a. Displaying all images from Banner  

Carousel Images library

3. List settings

a. Use paging - 20 items per page

b. Sorting images by Last published

c. Thumbnail size - 120x120 px cropped

d. List template is DawnBannerCarousel

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Image size - Original size

c. Detail template - DetailPage

B. Mid-page navigation

1. Navigation widget

2. Custom selected pages: Artisanal, Supermarket, 

Foodservice, Manufacturing

3. Levels to include is set to 1

4. Template is DawnGreenArrowLinks

FAQs

A. FAQs Section

1. FAQs Section widget

2. Content

a. Selected FAQ sections - manually set

3. List settings

a. Use paging - 20 items per page

b. Sort faq sections - By Title (A-Z)

c. List template - DawnFaqSection

d. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - FAQ Section

B. Sidebar

1. Sidebar Widget

2. Content

a. Select sidebar widgets manually

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort sidebar widgets - As set manually

c. List Template - DawnSidebarWidget

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - DawnSidebarWidget

C. Callouts 

1. Callouts widget

2. Content

a. Manually selected callouts

3. List settings

a. Use paging - 20 items per page

b. Sort callouts manually

c. List template is set to DawnCalloutList

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Callout
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Current Widget Settings

Contact Us Page

A. Form

1. Form widget

2. Form

a. Select form- Contact Us

b. More Options > CSS classes:  

contactus-form m-t-2

3. Settings

a. Nothing set

B. Sidebar

1. Sidebar Widget

2. Content

a. Select sidebar widgets manually

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort sidebar widgets - As set manually

c. List Template - DawnSidebarWidget

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template -  Sidebar Widget

Products Overview Page

A. Search box

1. Search box widget

2. Where to Search - Entire Site

3. Where to display search results - Search

4. Template - SearchBox.DawnSearch

5. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-3

B. Main product links

1. Navigation widget

2. Custom selection of pages...

a. Selected product pages: Bakery Ingredients, 

Foodservice Bakery Products, Frozen Ready-to-

Sell & Ready-to-Finish Bakery Products

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewProductCategoryDetail

C. Featured products

1. Navigation widget

2. Custom selection of pages...

a. Products > Foodservice Products

b. Products > Latino Products

c. Products > Gluten-Free Products

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewProduct

Product Category Page

A. Search box

1. Search box widget

2. Where to Search - Entire Site

3. Where to display search results - Search

4. Template - SearchBox.DawnSearch

5. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-3

B. Product categories/products

1. Navigation widget

2. All pages under currently opened page

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewProduct

5. Note: Thumbnails appear on this page in the order 

they are set in the "Pages" are of the CMS

NOTES
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Current Widget Settings

Product Brochures & Documents Page

A. Documents list widget  

There are 5 documents list widgets used on this 

page currently, each setup the same way, but for 

4 different document libraries.

1. Content

i. From selected libraries only… (each list 

widget on this page is associated with one 

of these document libraries)

ii. Product Documents > Bakery Ingredients 

Product Brochures

iii. Product Documents > Foodservice Product 

Brochures

iv. Product Documents > Frozen Ready-to-Sell 

Product Brochures

v. Product Documents > Specialty Products 

Brochures

vi. Consumer Brands

g. Narrow selection by… All published documents

2. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort documents - By Title (A-Z)

c. List template - Documents List

3. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - DocumentDetails

Consumer Brands Page

A. Breadcrumb

1. Breadcrumb widget

2. What to include in the Breadcrumb - Full path to 

the current page

3. Show - Home page link, Current page in the end of 

the breadcrumb

4. Template - Breadcrumb

5. Motion Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

B. Document link widget

1. Template- DocumentLinkButtonDawn

Trends & Ideas Page

A. Breadcrumb

1. Breadcrumb widget

2. What to include in the Breadcrumb - Full path to 

the current page

3. Show - Home page link, Current page in the end of 

the breadcrumb

4. Template - Breadcrumb

5. Motion Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

B. Sub-page thumbnails and intros display

1. Navigation widget

2. Display… All pages under particular page - Trends 

& Ideas

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewNav

5. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

Customers We Serve Page

A. Breadcrumb

1. Breadcrumb widget

2. What to include in the Breadcrumb - Full path to 

the current page

3. Show - Home page link, Current page in the end of 

the breadcrumb

4. Template - Breadcrumb

5. Motion Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

B. Sub-page thumbnails and intros display

1. Navigation widget

2. Display… All pages under particular page - 

Customers We Serve

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewNav

5. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3
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Current Widget Settings

Recipes Page

A. Breadcrumb

a. Breadcrumb widget

b. What to include in the Breadcrumb - Full path 

to the current page

c. Show - Home page link, Current page in the 

end of the breadcrumb

d. Template - Breadcrumb

e. Motion Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

B. Featured Recipe

a. Navigation widget

b. Display… Custom selection of pages … [Select 

recipe to feature]

c. Levels to include - 1

d. Template - DawnFeaturedRecipe

C. Search box

a. Search box widget

b. Where to search - Entire Site

c. Where to display search results - Search

d. Template - SearchBox.DawnSearch

e. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

D. Recipe filter

1. Categories widget

2. Content

a. Top level tag categories only

3. Settings

a. Template - RecipeFilterList

E. Recipe display

a. Navigation widget

b. Display - All pages under currently opened page

c. Levels to include - 1

d. Template - DawnFilterResults
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Current Widget Settings

About Us Page

A. Breadcrumb

1. Breadcrumb widget

2. What to include in the Breadcrumb -  

Full path to the current page

3. Show - Home page link, Current page  

in the end of the breadcrumb

4. Template - Breadcrumb

5. Motion Options > CSS classes: m-t-2 m-b-2

B. Sub-page thumbnails and intros display

1. Navigation widget

2. Display… All pages under particular  

page - About Us

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnOverviewNav

5. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

Decorating & Spin-Off Guides

A. Guides display

1. Navigation widget

2. Display - All pages under currently opened page

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnMasonryGrid

Consumer Trends

A. Consumer trends page display

1. Navigation widget

2. Display - All pages under currently opened page

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnMasonryGrid

Business Tools & Advice

A. Featured tools

1. Document link widgets

2. Template - "DocumentLinkFeaturedTool"

B. Featured tools - that are pages

1. Navigation widget

2. Display - Custom selection of pages 

a. Yields & Equivalents Tool

b. Conversion Calculator

3. Levels to include - 1

4. Template - DawnFeaturedTools

5. More options - CSS Classes: m-b-2

C. Business advice posts

1. Display - All pages under selected page - Business 

Advice

2. Levels to include - 1

3. Template - DawnMasonryGrid
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Current Widget Settings

Family Company Page

A. Family headshots and bios

1. Leaders widget

2. Content

a. Select leaders - choose leaders to select

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort leaders - As set manually

c. List template - DawnLeadersList

d. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Leader

B. Timeline

1. Company History Entries widget

2. Content

a. Display - All published company history entries

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort company history entries - Last published

c. List template - DawnCompanyHistoryEntry

d. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Company History Entry

Distribution Page

A. Map

1. Content block

2. The map is shown from Google Map embed code 

included in the content block

3. Any updates to this map will need to be made 

through Google Maps and the updated embed 

code pasted inside the content block.

B. Distribution Centers accordion display

1. Distribution Centers widget

2. Content

a. Display - All published distribution centers

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort distribution centers - By Title (A-Z)

c. List template - DawnAllCenters

d. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

4. Single list settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Distribution Center

Leadership Page

A. Leaders bio accordion

1. Leaders widget

2. Content

a. Selected leaders… [Select leaders to display]

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort leaders - As set manually

c. List template - DawnLeadersList

d. More Options > CSS classes: m-t-3

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Leader
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Current Widget Settings

Tradeshows & Events Page

A. Image gallery default image for mobile 

(displays on mobile instead of showing the 

image gallery)

1. Image widget

2. Template- Image

3. More options > CSS classes: content-image m-t-2 

m-b-1 visible-xs

B. Image gallery

1. Image gallery widget

2. Content

a. From selected libraries only...Trade Shows & 

Events Images

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort images - Last published

c. Thumbnail size - 120x120 px cropped

d. List template - DawnSlideshow

4. Single item settings

a. Auto-generated page

b. Image size - Original size

c. Detail template - DetailPage

News & Press Page

A. News item display

1. News widget

2. Content

a. Display - All published news

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort news - Last published

c. List template - DawnNewsList

4. Single item setting

a. Open single item in… Selected existing page - 

About Us > News & Press > detail

b. Detail template - DawnDetailPage

Careers Page

A. Stylized button

1. Callouts widget

2. Content

a. Display - Selected callouts - Job Opportunities

3. List settings

a. No limit and paging

b. Sort callouts - Last published

c. List template - DawnCalloutButtonList

4. Single item settings

a. Open single item in… Auto-generated page

b. Detail template - Callout
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CSS Classes

These code snippets can be used on images in the “CSS classes” field and in content blocks. If used in content blocks, the class 

should be entered in HTML mode, inside code brackets, following a "class" item. For example: <h2 class="m-t-2">

Class Description

m-t-0 Sets zero top margin

m-t-1 Adds 1rem to the top margin (rem stands for "root em," where "em" is a unit relative to the font size on the website)

m-t-2 Adds 2rem to the top margin

m-t-3 Adds 3rem to the top margin

m-r-0 Sets zero right margin

m-r-1 Adds 1rem to the right margin

m-r-2 Adds 2rem to the right margin

m-r-3 Adds 3rem to the right margin

m-b-0 Sets zero bottom margin

m-b-1 Adds 1rem to the bottom margin

m-b-2 Adds 2rem to the bottom margin

m-b-3 Adds 3rem to the bottom margin

m-l-0 Sets zero left margin

m-l-1 Adds 1rem to the left margin

m-l-2 Adds 2rem to the left margin

m-l-3 Adds 3rem to the left margin

m-a-0 Sets all margin to zero

m-a-1 Sets all margin to 1rem

m-a-2 Sets all margin to 2rem

m-a-3 Sets all margin to 3rem

p-*-* "p" can be used in place of "m" for all above classes to change padding instead of margin

content-image Prevents images from extending beyond their containers and adds a 3px gray border around images

content-image-plain Prevents images from extending beyond their containers

container-fluid content-box Add to container to set white background and orange top border

container-fluid container-flush  
content-box m-t-3

Add to container to set white background and no orange top border
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NOTES

HTML Code

Horizontal Rule (covered on page 24)

<hr>

Thick Horizontal Rule

<hr class="hr-thick"> 

Top Margin Above “Related Resources” H2 (covered on page 28) 

<h2 class="m-t-3">Headline Here</h2>

Adding a YouTube Playlist (covered on page 78)

<div class="embed-responsive embed-responsive-16by9"> <iframe class="embed-responsive-item" 

src="YOUTUBE CODE HERE" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe></div>

Adding a YouTube Video (covered on page 114)

Same code as above.

Green Call-to-Action Button (covered on page 113) 

<a class="asset-button" href="URL HERE" target="_blank">Button Text Here</a> 

(The target="_blank" piece is only needed if this URL is not on the Dawn website,  

and the URL thus needs to open in a new window.)

Social Share Embed (covered on page 118)

<div class="addthis_sharing_toolbox m-b-1"></div> 

These code snippets can be used on images in the “CSS classes” field and in content blocks. If used in content blocks, the class 

should be entered in HTML mode, inside code brackets, following a "class" item. For example: <h2 class="m-t-2">


